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Advantages of very high fields in nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) include the improved sensitivity, increased chemical shift
dispersion, reduced second-order quadrupolar interactions, improved
relaxation properties, and many others.1 Such advantages have been
well demonstrated for liquids1-3 and for aligned samples.4 For
quadrupolar nuclei in solids, the line-narrowing effects are at least
quadratic with the static magnetic field, B0, because of the
combination of the chemical shift dispersion and the reduction of
the second-order line broadening at high fields.5,6 However, the
situation is less clear for spin-1/2 nuclei in solids, related in part to
bulk magnetic susceptibility line-broadening effects,7 which also
scale with B0. One technique that is proving highly useful for
minimizing the magnetic susceptibility effects in solids is magic
angle spinning (MAS) of a single crystal,8 especially as applied to
the study of solid-solid phase transitions in which the resolu-
tion enhancement is crucial.9 It is thus of interest to examine if
high fields do provide an improvement in resolution in MAS
NMR measurements of spin-1/2 nuclei, using the highest available
ultra-wide bore 900 MHz NMR spectrometer, currently operating
at 21.1 T.10

Enhanced by cross polarization (CP) from protons, the15N CP/
MAS NMR spectra of a15N-labeled NH4H2AsO4 (henceforth, ADA)
single crystal, an interesting antiferroelectric material,11 were
recorded at different static fields (7.0, 14.1, and 21.1 T), as shown
in Figure 1. A small piece of ADA single crystal was packed in a
4-mm MAS rotor and used for NMR measurements on 300 and
600 MHz, while a slightly smaller piece was packed in a 3.2-mm
MAS rotor for the measurements on 900 MHz. In order to fairly
compare their respective15N line width at different static fields,
the field shimming was performed prior to the15N measurements
through minimizing the13C line width at half-height for the NMR
resonances of natural abundance adamantane under high-power1H
decoupling. Clearly, as listed in Table 1, the observed line width,
∆ν*, of the 15N ADA resonance greatly decreases from 0.260 to
0.071 ppm with the increase of the static fields from 300 to 900
MHz; that is, the spectral resolution improved by 366%. It is worth
noting that the resolution enhancement is not linearly proportional
to the magnetic field strength. From 300 to 600 MHz, the resolution
is improved by 260%, while just by 140% from 600 to 900 MHz.

In order to understand the mechanism underlying the resolution
enhancement, we measured theT2 values at the various fields. The
T2 measurements were carried out using the standard spin-echo
sequence in which aπ pulse is placed in the middle of the15N
spin-echo period,τ, to refocus the15N magnetization generated
by CP. The1H decoupling during the evolution and acquisition
periods was achieved by the efficient TPPM sequence.12 Figure 2
shows the plots of the signal intensities versus the spin-echo time
τ measured on the 300 and 900 MHz NMR spectrometers.

Apparently, the15N signal intensities decay monoexponentially as
a function ofτ, yielding transverse relaxation timesT2 of 138 and
163 ms for 300 and 900 MHz, respectively. These relaxation times
translate into natural line widths of 2.31 and 1.95 Hz, which are
generally smaller than the observed ones owing to the refocusing
of shift distributions (e.g., B0 inhomogeneity) in theT2 measure-
ments.13 Table 1 lists theT2 values measured at different fields
and their respective natural line widths. As can be seen from Table
1, the natural line width decreases by 14% from 300 to 600 MHz
while remains almost constant from 600 to 900 MHz. However,
by taking into account the chemical shift dispersion at different
fields, the spectral resolution enhancement improves by 233% from
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Figure 1. Field dependence of15N CP/MAS spectra of an ADA single
crystal at 300 K at a spinning rate of 2.5 kHz, recorded on Bruker DMX300
(red), DRX600 (black), and the ultra-wide bore 900 NMR spectrometer
(green), referenced to15N isotropy of powdered valine at 0 ppm. The signals
were normalized to 32 scans. No line broadening was applied in these
spectra.

Table 1. Resolution and Sensitivity Enhancement Factors of 15N
CP/MAS Signals for NH4H2AsO4 at Various Static Fields

∆υ ) 1/πT2

field (T) ∆υ* (ppm) T2 (ms) (ppm) (Hz) S/N (obs)
S/N observed

over (B0)3/2

7.0 0.260 138 0.077 2.31 1 1
14.1 0.100 160 0.033 1.98 4.44 1.6
21.1 0.071 163 0.022 1.95 18.22 2.7

Figure 2. Normalized15N signal intensities of ADA as a function of spin-
echo timeτ, recorded from 300 (red) and 900 (green) MHz. Monoexpo-
nential fittings yield the transverse relaxation times of 138 and 163 ms for
300 and 900 MHz, respectively.
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300 to 600 MHz and 150% from 600 to 900 MHz, which is similar
to the observed line widths (cf. Figure 1).

For relaxation mechanisms induced by spin interactions, the line
width ∆ν is proportional to the spectral densities, SDs.14 As an
example, for dipolar interactions, SDs can be rationalized by

whereω0 is the Lamor frequency andτC characterizes the lattice
motion. For the extremely fast (i.e.,ω0τC , 1) and extremely slow
(i.e.,ω0τC . 1) motions, the SDs are independent of B0. However,
for ω0τC ∼ 1, the SDs greatly depend on B0 (see the Supporting
Information). Although the SDs steadily increase as the motion
slows down, for any given correlation timeτC, higher static fields
always give rise to smaller SDs, thus resulting in narrower line
widths (or longerT2 values). Such an increase inT2 values at high
fields was observed in solution NMR.2 It is found that the most
pronounced high field line-narrowing effect occurs atτC ∼ 10-8 s.
However, this field dependence of the line width is much more
difficult to predict in solids in the presence of other significant line-
broadening effects, such as bulk magnetic susceptibilities and
chemical shift anisotropies at high fields.7

This high field line-narrowing effect not only results in spectral
resolution enhancement but also leads to an improvement of the
sensitivity beyond what is expected from the (B0)3/2 effect. The
signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) measured from the spectra in Figure 1
were 9, 20, and 41 for 300, 600, and 900 MHz, respectively. Figure
3 shows the S/N and resolution enhancement versus B0. Detailed
analyses of the measured S/N (as documented in the Supporting
Information) estimate an extra enhancement of a factor of 1.6 and
2.7 by going from 7.0 to 14.1 and to 21.1 T.

The enhanced resolution and sensitivity at 900 MHz enabled us
to study the temperature dependence of the15N isotropic chemical
shift variation through the antiferroelectric phase transition of ADA
at 215 K. This study was undertaken to understand the role of the
NH4

+ ion in the transition mechanism since the substitution of NH4
+

ion in place of K+ in KH2AsO4 switches the latter compound from
a ferroelectric to an antiferroelectric one.15 Figure 4 shows the15N
CP/MAS spectra recorded at 900 MHz in the close vicinity of the
phase transition atTN ∼ 215 K. As the temperature approaches
TN, the paraelectric phase steadily disappears while the antiferro-
electric phase gradually merges. The two phases, whose15N
isotropic chemical shifts are just 0.3 ppm apart, coexist within 1.5
K. Such a small isotropic chemical shift difference can be hardly
identified at lower fields. The sharp change in the isotropic chemical
shift, δiso, atTN implies that the NH4+ group takes part in the charge
renormalization at the phase transition, and thus it is not just a
spectator ion. Earlier theories of the ferroelectric (or antiferroelec-
tric) behavior of this family of compounds have stressed the order-
disorder role of the O-H‚‚‚O protons in the transition mechanism.
Specifically, the observation of the anomaly inδiso implies that

the transition has a displacive character sinceδiso is invariant to
any translational or rotational symmetry change (i.e., order-disorder
effects). This aspect has not been appreciated in any earlier theory
of transition in ADA and related antiferroelectrics.8,9,15

In summary, we have demonstrated that, for15N CP/MAS NMR
experiments, both the spectral resolution and sensitivity improve
significantly at higher static fields. The resolution enhancement
seems to have its origin in theT2 increase at higher fields. The
enhanced resolution and sensitivity have enabled us to probe the
nature of the antiferroelectric transition in ADA to a depth not
possible at lower fields. These findings should open up new areas
of investigations in NMR spectroscopy of solids, as well as its
applications to new phenomenon in materials science.
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Figure 3. Resolution (A) and sensitivity (B) enhancement at various static
fields B0 after normalizing to the same number of scans.
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the15N CP/MAS NMR spectra of
ADA in the close vicinity of the antiferroelectric phase transition recorded
on the ultra-wide bore 900 MHz NMR spectrometer. The peaks corre-
sponding to the paraelectric and antiferroelectric phases are labeled by P
and AF, respectively.
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